THE NOSE KNOWS

ACROSS
1. Like a church-going VIP
6. Go like Mikaela Shiffrin
9. The Raiders home, in 2019
14. Oscar-nominated director for "Get Out"
15. Punk rock icon Gordon
16. Show jubilation
17. Start of a one-liner by 23-Across
19. Bad feeling
20. Not forthcoming
21. Preposition that comes in handy in palindromes
22. Lacking direction, electrically
23. Comic with the TV show "Important Things"
27. Goes downhill fast
29. Conde ___
30. Irreplaceable string
31. It has a campus in Kingston: Abbr.
32. Snapdragon, e.g.
35. One-liner, part 2
40. Knot things up
41. Namely, in Latin
42. T-shirt order
43. "Oh fuuuuu..."
45. Tennessee range, briefly
47. Bigger than big
48. Say a few words in public
49. Coke purchase
50. Bonn river
51. Some brothers
52. Smack
53. Indian rule
54. Not of the cloth
55. "New Girl" girl
56. It's down when the chips are down
57. Faux cry
58. Right on the money
59. Points in 62-Across
60. "Yoo-hoo!"
61. Hill tender
62. Post-war agreements
63. "Yoo-hoo!"
65. Zoo regulars (presumably if the nanny can't think of anywhere else to take them)
66. Rather interested
22. Vigorously, poetically
24. Direction that becomes its opposite when an "O" is added to its front
25. Israel's Golda
26. Sign on the cross
27. "Stop everything"
28. Big name in hotels
29. Coke purchase
30. Notepad part
31. Rugged vehicles
32. Ones against all odds?
33. Right on the money
34. B equivalent
35. It's captured on a lot
36. "New Girl" girl
37. Not of the cloth
38. Attire
64. Points in 62-Across

DOWN
1. Bigger than big
2. Star of Netflix's "The Outsider"
3. Lose water
4. Big Blue's QB, familiarly
5. Swimsuit model Alexis
6. Hula outfits
7. Passer of bad checks
8. Sends a quick word
9. Italian scooters
10. Ship overseas
11. Catholic ___
12. Asian mountain range
13. Rear end